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child is so seldom silent and still, that the sudden
intent tush came as a revelation. And occasionally
on a summer afternoon when I was a boy I used to
practise the same trick of sudden listening stillness,
even when there was no hide-and-seek. You sat
wholly still, listening, in the shabby old arm-chair
in the dining-room when no one else was there* At
first you heard the tick of the dining-room clock,
and the murmur of insects in the sunlight outside,
and a cock crowing far away. And then for an
instant the summer afternoon stood still and you
heard, qt felt, something behind and beyond all
these. For a moment the material world had
flickered. . . , For some reason I often think of
those moments, in which time seemed mysteriously
and revealingly to stand still, as I recall against the
background of the ancient heath some one or other
of the highly-coloured glimpses of the past which
fill my head. An August sun baking down on the
red-brick village street and the tarred fences and on
the lavender and Madonna lilies in the little garden
and on the firs beyond, as a small boy in a blue
jersey and knickerbockers trudges up the dusty hilL
A chance scent or a sudden trick of sunlight—and
instantaneously you are that small boy again and
you smell the dust and the firs, and the sun of that
remote August is hot on your cheek again, the same
cheek, These are the real memories* The past which
you consciously remember is not the past, for you
have thought the present into it. The sudden
unguarded flash into an older life lights up the
world as it once was; and for a moment you re-
capture the lost piercing senses ot childhood. When

